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D.C.I. ALAN BANKS
A former member of the London Metropolitan
Police, Inspector Alan Banks leaves the capital
for a quieter life in Eastvale in the Yorkshire
Dales. Hoping to to get away from it all, Banks
finds that violent crime thrives everywhere.
Although he generally works well with his
colleagues, his outsider stance and
introspective nature let him perceive clues
overlooked by others and he is usually
unhampered by preconceptions.
 01 Gallows view

 14 Playing with fire

 02 A dedicated man

 15 Strange affair

 03 A necessary end

 16 Piece of my heart

 04 Hanging valley

 17 Friend of the devil

 18 All the colors of
darkness
 06 Wednesday's child
 19 Bad boy
 07 Final account
 20 Watching the dark
 08 Innocent graves
 21 Children of the
 09 Blood at the root
revolution
 10 In a dry season
 22 In the dark places
 11 Cold is the grave
 23 When the music's
 12 Aftermath
over
 05 Past reason hated

 13 Close to home

 24 Sleeping in the
ground
Price of love and other
stories
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Peter Robinson (b. 1950) is a Canadian crime writer born in
Britain. Born in Leeds, Yorkshire, Robinson earned his BA
in English Literature at the University of Leeds and then
emigrated to Canada and took his MA in English and
Creative Writing at the University of Windsor, with Joyce
Carol Oates as his tutor, then a PhD in English at York
University. He has taught at a number of Toronto
community colleges and universities.
He is best known for his crime novels featuring Inspector
Alan Banks. . Since 2010 several of the novels have been
adapted for television under the series title DCI Banks with
Stephen Tompkinson in the title role.
Readers appreciate the sub-plots that involve Banks'
detective colleagues and his personal life, as well as the
vividly detailed settings, evocative atmosphere, intriguing
crime stories, and solid, often dangerous, procedural work
that produces satisfying resolutions. He has also published
a number of other novels and short stories.
Robinson now divides his time between Toronto and
Richmond, North Yorkshire.
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